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In this paper, the main perspective based on the combination of sociology and 
management is to discuss enterprises’ recruitment difficulties and high staff turnover 
problems in Quanzhou , analyze its causes, and put forward solutions to these 
problems. 
In the current competitive market environments, because of the background of 
the "shortage of workers", many manufacturing enterprises are facing recruitment 
difficulties and problems about high rate of staff turnover in Quanzhou. It forms 
unprecedented challenges to human resource management issues. Due to the lack of 
workers and high staff turnover rate in some companies ,which led to the corporates’ 
low production capacity, the unstable product quality,and the not timely delivery. 
Therefore,the shortage of workers causes seriously negative influence to the 
corporates’ sustainable development. 
Companies must be introspect on the problems such as high staff turnover rate 
and recruitment difficulties, which are not only due to some external causes,but also 
some internal factors. Family-planning policies lead to the reduction of China's 
demographic dividend. Besides, the improvement of agricultural comparative benefit 
influences the return of some migrant workers.What’s more, the non-agricultural 
economic development in the hinterland promotes a general increase in labor demand. 
Labor shortages and labor prices’ increasing are a general trend.Enterprises’ low 
wages,long working hours and the lack of human-based management systems are 
mainly the internal factors. 
From the perspective of human resource management, the main strategies to 
solve recruitment difficulties and to reduce employee turnover rate can be concluded 
as below:Providing competitive welfare treatment,using Human-based management 
systems and enriching the cultural life of the enterprise to keep workers staying. The 
goal is enhancing the attractiveness of the enterprise and improving employees’ 
loyalty of belonging. From the perspective of human resource management,specific 
strategies can be generalized as below: 
First,in the aspect of hiring workers,companies take employee relations network 
to recruit more ordinary employees,which can save cost and efficiency, and in this 
way the recruiting employees are also easy to keep. Middle-level staffs should be 
those external workers,but not the internal ones.Using training,mainly through 
on-the-job training,to make the old employees as a baton, with mentoring strengthen 
unity and cooperation among employees,to promote the spirit of learning enterprises 
create.Second,in salary and welfare aspects,in order to solve the problem of high 
employee turnover, the key point is to improve workers’ salary welfare treatment, 
provide couples with free couples room, and send their children to school nearby. 
Third, in an aspect of performance appraisal, we suggest that ordinary staff take their 
salaries according to piece rates, and middle-manager’s income is on the basis of 
annual salary system, and that stimulates their work motivation. Fouth, in employees’ 
relations aspects, their relations is generally harmonious,but employees’ mobility rate 














relationship,villagers relations, caretaker relationship can be used to strengthen the 
spirits of unity and cooperation among employees. 
In addition, since employees of private enterprises are mostly migrant workers, 
we should also consider the particularity of Chinese migrant workers to solve 
recruitment difficulties and high staff turnover problems.What’s more,the government 
need to create a favorable policy environment to help the special group.And 











































































4.3.4． 加强文化娱乐活动，丰富员工生活 .............................................................46 
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中国农村外出劳动力数量增长率为 5年来 低，增长率较上年减少 74％。中国





和社会保障部对北京、天津、深圳等使用农民工较多的 26 个城市 2600 多家企业


































































表 2-1             深圳市 低工资标准与城镇职工平均工资差距 
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